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ABSTRACT
Refinding information has been interwoven with web activity
since its early beginning. Even though all common web browsers
were equipped with a history list and bookmarks early enough to
facilitate this need, most users typically use search engines to
refind information. However, both bookmarks and search based
tools have significant limitations that impact their usability: the
former are known to be hard to manage over the course of time,
whereas the latter require the user to recall a specific combination
of keywords or context. Most importantly, though, both are
particularly inappropriate in cases where a piece of information is
contained within an unstructured web page. In this paper, we
present in-context annotation as a more efficient alternative to
these methodologies. To verify this claim, we conducted a study in
which we compare the performance of experienced users in all
three approaches while revisiting specific pieces of information in
the web after a long period of time. The outcomes suggest that incontext annotation clearly outperforms both traditional strategies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.4
[Information
Interfaces
and
Presentation]
Hypertext/Hypermedia - Architectures, Navigation, User issues.
H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation] - Group and
Organization Interfaces - Computer-supported cooperative work,
Evaluation/methodology, Organizational design, Web-based
interaction.

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Design, Experimentation, Human
Factors, Verification.
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User study, evaluation, information refinding, Web annotation.

1. INTRODUCTION
When trying to refind information, users have shown to prefer
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search engines rather than dedicated history tools, such as the
back button, the history list and bookmarks. However, search
engines usually suffer from the fact that a user has to recall a
usually hard-to-remember combination of keywords in order to
retrieve a specific web resource. Bookmarks, on the other hand,
constitute the most popular refinding support method [17], as they
optimize the searching stage in comparisons with search
engines[13][1]. Their major drawback, though, is the fact that
collections of bookmarks are hard to manage, due to their
tendency to explode with the passage of time. This primarily
stems from the inherent difficulty in structuring information [1],
even in the context of alternative approaches, like hierarchical
organization [6].
Most and for all, the aforementioned tools are inadequate in
supporting long-term refinding, i.e. refinding that takes place
some months after the initial visit [15], particularly when it
involves unstructured resources. An approach that could well be
employed for effectively dealing with these conditions is “incontext” annotations: these are annotations that are visible within
the original resource, enhancing it with the observations and
remarks of users. In fact, annotation tools allow users to mark just
the desired part of a resource, and also provide them with some
management and sharing facilities, similar to social bookmarking
services. In this way, relocating a specific piece of information is
alleviated to a great extent.
The motivation behind our preference to annotation stems from
our latest work [12] and the conclusions drawn from it. In this
previous work we analyzed paper-based annotation and found that
its high utility is based on the facilitation of learning as well as of
later reference. Therefore, all participants of the survey welcomed
the opportunity to be able to act similarly in the digital
environment, though not in a way that merely imitates paperbased annotation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is currently no study focusing
on the actual impact of “in-context” annotation on re-visitation. In
this paper we systematically investigate this effect through a user
study that was conducted over a long period of time [11]. We
asked a total of 30 people to relocate several pieces of information
they had visited five months before, when the experiment started.
The subjects were divided into three equivalent groups, with each
group using exclusively one of the above tools (namely a search
engine, a social bookmarking system and a web annotation tool).
We then measured their efficiency in terms of the time taken to
complete the browsing stages of all tasks. The outcomes of the
experiments suggest that “in-context” annotation is significantly

better than the other two approaches, reducing the required time
to the half.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we
present similar studies and underline their difference from our
own approach. Following that, in section 3 we present the settings
of our study in detail, whereas in section 4 we analyze its
outcomes. Finally, we draw our conclusions in section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
The early acknowledgment of the significance of refinding [18] in
combination with the theory of information foraging [16]
motivated a wide range of studies on analyzing the extent as well
as the patterns of this phenomenon. Although the studies
quantifying the so-called recurrence rate vary considerably in
their estimates [7][18][5], they all advocate that refinding
constitutes a prevalent user behavior, comprising more than half
of the overall web activity. The analysis of this phenomenon
further suggests that there is a great heterogeneity in the
underlying incentives [2], and that chronologically it should be
distinguished into short-, medium- and long-term refinding [15].
Several browser enhancements introduced over the years (e.g.
history cache, URL auto-completion and bookmarks) together
with search engines have so far been the only tools available for
facilitating this behavior. Although their contribution to
leveraging its efficiency has been documented in the literature [9],
they are actually appropriate just for short- and medium-term
refinding, that takes place in a period of time up to few weeks
after the first encounter. Moreover, they all ignore the contextual
information of the user’s original search process, without taking
advantage of any of the associated cues that have been reported to
assist significantly in this process [14].
Additional, interesting aspects of this phenomenon have also been
investigated in past user studies. Among them, Carpa et al. [4]
focused on the use of search engines in the context of this
behavior, and the effect of familiarity and task frequency in
particular. Their study, however, focuses solely on the short-term
refinding period of one week.
Obendorf et al.[15] present another interesting study that explores
the evolution of users' refinding behavior over the last 15 years.
To this end, the web activity of 25 people was analyzed. The
outcomes suggested a significant deviation from the usage
patterns that were presented in the early, related studies. More
specifically, newly introduced browser features, like tabs, were
found to have given rise to new navigation strategies, whereas
dynamic web pages were recognized to act as obstacles to shortterm refinding. The authors also identified opportunities for new
browser tools that could cover users' medium-term refinding
needs more effectively than available appliances, like RSS feeds
and widgets.
Finally, MacKay et al. in [13] introduce another technique that
extends traditional bookmarks with the aim of facilitating
refinding, namely the Landmarks. In essence, this work
investigates the efficiency of in-context clues in comparison with
traditional bookmarks. The experiments conducted in this context
entail 20 participants and consist of two sessions that were
separated by a gap of three days. The outcomes suggest a clear
prevalence of in-context cues over plain bookmarks. However,

their experiments constitute a short-term refinding study that
involves merely six tasks, which are actually not revealed.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In short, the goal of our study is to quantitatively estimate the
efficiency and ease-of-use of three different refinding
methodologies: web search, bookmarks and in-context annotation.
Regarding the tools instantiating these methodologies, we selected
the Del.icio.us1 social bookmarking service while for in-context
annotations we developed an experimental, straightforward
annotation tool: SpreadCrumbs [10]. As for the web search, the
participants were free to make use of the search engine they were
more familiar with; they all turned out to prefer the Google2
search engine.

3.1 Systems
Del.icio.us is a popular online social bookmarking system. The
system combines bookmarking and tagging with social
networking, features that turned it into one of the most successful
social bookmarking services. With Del.icio.us a user can annotate
bookmarked Web pages by associating tags and comments to
them, while also having the option of sharing them with her
contacts. A crucial difference with annotation tools, though, is
that the added or tagged information can only be viewed and
managed through their personal home page in the Del.icio.us' web
site. Therefore, they are far from being in-context.
SpreadCrumbs is an in-context Web annotation system, which has
been implemented as an extension of the Mozilla Firefox Web
browser. The underlying assumption of SpreadCrumbs is that
users can annotate Web resources with keywords or sentences and
create hypertrails through a set of annotations. These annotations
can then be used not only for her own reference, but also for
sharing with her social network. The interface of SpreadCrumbs
has deliberately been designed in a minimalistic way, so that users
get easily acquainted with it: Post-its are quite popular in real life,
and, thus, SpreadCrumbs offers a very familiar way of adding
inscriptions and remarks to web content through a basic visual
metaphor of Post-it notes (Figure 1). Moreover, it is transient in
the sense that it is easily replaceable and not disruptive.
The following subsections elaborate on the two sessions of our
experiments in greater detail.

Figure 1. A SpreadCrumbs' annotation of one participant.
1

http://delicious.com

2

http://www.google.com

3.2 First Session
The purpose of this stage was merely to have the participants
locate specific pieces of information that they will be asked to
refind in the second phase of the experiments. In addition, the
participants were asked to carry out a small task in order to
evaluate the usability of the tools.

3.2.1 Participants and Settings
We designed our experiments to be comprised of two sessions; the
first one includes all finding tasks, leaving all refinding tasks to
the second session. It should be stressed here that the second
session took place five months after the first one, thus allowing for
the examination of long-term refinding behavior. The participants’
pool consisted of 34 people in total (24 males and 10 females),
who are aged 27 years old on average. All of them are quite
proficient in on-line search and web technologies in general, due
to their education background (the majority being graduate PhD
students in the field of Computer Science).
In the context of the first session, we randomly divided the
participants into two equivalent groups, with each one designated
to a specific tool: Del.icio.us or SpreadCrumbs. To ensure
familiarity with the application at hand, each individual was
initially presented with a short tutorial of its features and
functionalities.

3.2.2 Procedure
During the experiments, the participants were asked to locate the
correct answers to 10 questions. All of them were specific
information finding tasks that could be solved by a brief internet
search with any popular search engine. They were in fact chosen
at random from a set of 16 questions we had carefully prepared
for the experiments; most of the answers were numerical in nature
as an effort to make them sufficiently obscure and minimize the
chance of participants knowing the answers themselves. One of
the questions, for instance, was the following: “How many
homeruns did Ken Griffey Jr. hit in 2005 playing for Cincinnati?”.
After finding the required information, the participant was asked
to annotate the web page that contained the answer for later
reference. It should be clarified here, that there was no predefined
set of acceptable web pages. Rather, subjects were free to mark
any web resource they wanted. This first task was presented as
‘just’ an exercise in order to get used to the system. In reality,
though, it was a preparational step for the second round of the
experiment.
For the second task, we presented a scenario in the form of form
of collaborative decision making: participants had to plan a day
trip to London based on a collection of annotated pages
recommended by a friend, which they were asked to evaluate. The
goal was to obtain interaction data and user feedback on the
bookmarking and annotation tools.

3.2.3 Primary Observations
Upon completion of the first task, we noticed that, far from
exhibiting homogeneity, each participant followed her own
approach in creating annotations: some included the answers in
the annotation text; others added the questions, while the rest of
them used just some keywords. Moreover, they followed different
strategies for positioning the annotations, as not every participant

was concerned with placing them in a useful location; although
most of them carefully posted them near the text, table, or
paragraph containing the answer to a question, several individuals
just added the annotation on the top of the page or over the
margins. The latter are, thus, expected to experience some
overhead in the course of the refinding task, especially in the
cases of answers residing within web pages with a great deal of
information and unstructured content, in general.
Furthermore, during the second task, we observed that most of
Del.icio.us’ users did not notice or read the additional comments
on each bookmark. In contrast, all participants that performed the
tasks using SpreadCrumbs did notice and read the comments.
Some of them actually affirmed that their choices were influenced
by those comments. This observation clearly suggests that incontext comments are more likely to be used during refinding.

3.3 Second Session
During the second session, five months after the initial session of
the experiments, the participants were asked to relocate the
answers they had previously found during the ‘preparatory’ task
of the first round. This long time interval ensures that the
participants remembered neither the answers they had provided
nor the resources they had used in the course of the first session.

3.3.1 Participants and Settings
In total, 30 participants (21 males and 9 females) were involved in
this phase of our study, out of the initial 34. They were asked to
repeat the same tasks as the first time; in other words, each
individual was given the initial set of 10 questions and had to
refind the answers she had given in the first round. The
participants were divided into three equivalent groups of 10
people, each one corresponding to a specific refinding
methodology and tool.
The first group corresponds to the search engine approach and its
members were allowed to employ solely search engines in their
efforts to carry out their tasks. This group was formed by
randomly choosing 5 participants from the bookmark group
together with another 5 from the annotation group of the first
session. They were not allowed to use the bookmarks or
annotations they had already created, which implies that they
could refind information only by searching and browsing from
scratch. This group served as the baseline group during our
analysis.
The second group represents the bookmarks approach and
consisted of those subjects that used Del.icio.us both in the
finding and the refinding sessions. The members of this group had
the URLs of the visited resources at their disposal, saving in this
way the burden of repeating the procedure of the first session.
Additionally, some of them had added comments to their
bookmarks, which invariably provided them with valuable clues
for quickly relocating the answers.
Finally, the third group corresponds to the in-context annotation
approach and was comprised of those participants that used
SpreadCrumbs in both sessions. The URLs of the initially visited
resources were thus available to them, similar to the bookmark
group. Further, they were also assisted in their task by the
annotations that they had composed during the first round of the
experiments. However, as mentioned before, there was a great
diversity not only in the content of these annotations, but also in

their positions. We expect these two factors to influence the
performance of the participants.

3.3.2 Procedure
During the second phase, the participants were presented with one
question at a time, chosen randomly, so that the order of questions
is different from the one used in the first round. In this way, even
the participants of the last two groups that were assisted by an
application, had to devote some time to pinpoint the appropriate
bookmark or annotation in their collection.
After the appropriate web resource was found, thus completing
the searching stage, the participant had to locate the answer in the
page and highlight it using the mouse (browsing stage). There
were no instructions or restrictions as on how to proceed with this
stage; the participants were allowed to perform this task the way
they would in a non-controlled environment. It turned out that the
vast majority of the participants took advantage of the browser's
“find” functionality, which rapidly locates and highlights the
given words in the page in view. This functionality was used not
only in conjunction with some keywords taken from the question,
but also with the whole answer (some subjects had it included in
their bookmark comments).
Once the desired piece of information was highlighted, the
participant was given the next question. Upon completion of all
tasks, the subjects were asked to answer two questionnaires, one
regarding the information refinding experience, and another one
investigating their opinion on the tool they used.
The necessary data for estimating and evaluating the average and
overall browsing time per individual were collected with the help
of screen capture and data-logging software that recorded all
participants’ actions. Its analysis is discussed in the following
section.

4. RESULTS
In this section we discuss the outcomes of our experiments, which
are mainly concerned with browsing time - the time participants
spent in the browsing phase while carrying out their task. In other
words, our analysis focuses on the period of time that starts as
soon as the page of interest finishes loading and ends the moment
that the participant finds the required information. We begin with
the analysis of the time measurements that were derived from the
297, in total, refinding activities. The corresponding tasks are
evenly shared among the three groups mentioned above - the
Search Engine, the Bookmark and the Annotation groups. That
means that the performance of each group is represented by 99
time intervals expressing the duration of the tasks involved.

non-significant. It turns out, therefore, that the performance of
Annotation is substantially better, corresponding to a time that is
almost the half of the other two groups. This suggests that incontext annotation boosts refinding to a great extent.
By contrast, when comparing the performance of the first two
groups, the outcome does not match our initial expectation that
Bookmark would outperform Search Engine due to the wealth of
cues associated with them, i.e. the comments that were attached to
bookmarks as well as the keywords of the tags that were drawn
from the questions or even the answers. This can partially be
explained by the theory of context-dependency [17], arguing that
all context knowledge acquired in the refinding process serves as
relevant cues for refinding information. , This includes even the
non-semantically related elements located within the target
information that search engine users acquired while searching and
browsing the search results. Bookmark users, on the other hand,
had to acquire the context during the browsing stage itself. It
should also be stressed that the performance of the search group
would have been significantly worse if we also took into account
the searching stage, which is minimized for bookmarks' users.

4.2 CTRL+F
Thus far we have focused on the effect of the diverse tools on
users' efficiency, thus ignoring another important factor: the use of
browsers' “find” functionality. This functionality plays a major
role in relocating a specific piece of information within a web
page. In order to quantify its degree of use, we measured the
percentage of each group’s tasks that were carried out with its
help: 53.5% (Search Engine Group), 62.3% (Bookmark Group)
and 17.2% (Annotation Group).
Apparently, CTRL+F has been extensively used by the subjects of
Search Engine and Bookmark, whereas participants of Annotation
resort to it less frequently. They actually use it solely in the cases
of modified web pages that result in misplaced or orphan
annotations; in these cases annotations are anyway of little help
and the user has to resort to other means for pinpointing the
desired information.

4.1 Browsing Time Measurements
The most appropriate metric for expressing the overall
performance of each group is arguably the average time taken to
complete the browsing phase – therewith ignoring the time it took
participants to locate the page in the searching phase.
In our case, the available sample of 99 browsing times produces
the following mean values: 46s for Search Engine, 38s for
Bookmark, and 21s for Annotation. With an average mean of 21
seconds, the annotation group was significantly faster than the
bookmarking group (38 seconds; t(98)=3.88, p<0.01, r=.36) and
the search engine group (46 seconds; t(98)=4.07, p<0.01, r=.38).
The differences between the two latter groups were found to be

Figure 2. Average times of each group distinguishing tasks
where the browser’s “find” functionality was used.
Judging from the wide use of the CTRL+F strategy, it is
reasonable to assume that “find” helps participants to perform
better in refinding information. To verify this assumption, we
estimated the average browsing time that corresponds to subjects
using it and compared against the browsing time of those that did
not use it. This comparisons were made in the context of all three
groups and their outcomes, presented in Figure 2, suggest the
opposite: participants that took advantage of this functionality

needed significantly more time in completing their tasks than
those that did not. Hence, although this functionality is supposed
to constitute a quite handy tool for locating information, in
practice there is no evidence supporting its beneficial contribution
to re-visitation efficiency.

5. DISCUSSION
In this paper we evaluated three different approaches to refinding
information: web search engines, online bookmarks and online incontext annotations. The main focus of our study was on the
reading and browsing phase that follows the searching stage of
this process. The outcomes of our experiments suggest that
bookmarks and annotations outperform search in terms of
performance. Moreover, we observed a benefit of in-context
annotation compared to bookmarks in terms of content
recognition.
We also investigated the correlation of the browser’s “find”
functionality (CTRL+F) with refinding efficiency and observed
that it does not actually account for any improvement in the
browsing time. The questions that involved the “find”
functionality typically entailed larger and unorganized pages;
however, the expected benefits in terms of saving time could not
be observed. For this reason, it would be beneficial for annotation
tools to reduce this burden by minimizing users' cognitive load,
interactions and wasted time.
Judging from our analysis, we expect annotation systems to be the
next step in the evolution of hypermedia systems, just as
personal/shared bookmark systems constituted a big step forward
in the past. In our opinion, the main challenge will be on the user
interface level: we see a need for more consistent, usable,
integrated and interactive tools that will attract even the less
engaged users. To do so, we plan to improve the management,
browsability and searchability of collections of annotations. By
structuring annotations and bookmarks in different dimensions
and categories, and having multiple ways to reorganize it (e.g.
alphabetic order, date of creation, date of re-visitation, date of
shared access, etc) we aim to create hypertrails. These hypertrails
are a personal/shared collection of hyperlinks that can be
connected with each other, according to each user’s preferences
and needs, following the vision of Memex [3].
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